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Enhancing Decision Making

Full service

 Intelligence, Asset management, 
Advisory

 Only consultancy that appraises, 
manages and sells the metal

Independent

 No vested interest in a deal 
progressing 

 No conflict in treatment of assets 
under management or for sale

Diversified talent pool

 Imaginative solution finding from a 
breadth of backgrounds

Global

 Supporting opportunities and 
challenges in developing markets

Selection
 Target intelligence
 Market entry
 Competitive intelligence1

Identification

3
Building

Value

2
Acquisition

4
Exit

Opportunity
 Competitor analysis 
 Key stakeholder DD
 A sset DD & 

values
 Benchmarking

The deal
 Negotiation
 Critical factors
 Risk assessment

Exit
 IPO readiness
 DD on prospective buyer 
 Sell side advisory
 Aircraft disposal

Addressing Issues

 Portfolio monitoring & 

analysis

 Early warning of concerns

 Litigation & dispute support

 Repossession

Running the Asset
 Technical support and advisory
 Regulation
 Redelivery planning
 Maintenance reserves and DOC analysis
 Regular report around fleets and values



The Aviation Growth Story

 Air travel still doubling every 15 years

 IATA still bullish

 Developing market growth

 Doubling of commercial fleet over 20 years.  40,000 aircraft delivered 
between 2016 and 2035 – five a day

 Capital markets supporting financing demands

 Why lease:

 Latest tech
 Fuel efficiency
 Lower capex
 Flexibility
 Access the backlog
 Avoid residual risk



The Aircraft Operating Lease Sector  

The Growth of the Sector.

 Why airlines like leases – flexibility

 Why investors like leases – typical returns

 The changing face of the top 50 lessors

 The new money

 The variations in leasing entities from the mega lessors who order speculatively, the mid-band and the new entrants

 The downside – what can go wrong?

 How to mitigate risk



Getting  
In

Getting 
out

>10%+ 
ROI

Staying 
in 

The market is still hot

but returns are trickier to realise

 Maturity – many more players

 Competition – LRFs declining

 Over-Supply? - narrow bodies just keep on coming 

 Volatility – some positive experiences

Getting In
Asset selection and valuation
Asset purchase
Financing arranged
Credits assessed

Staying In
Risk mitigation
Getting paid
Utilisation and 

maintenance

Getting Out
Redelivery management
Transition options: sell, 

part out, extend
Remarketing 



Mitigating Risk – Looking beyond the usual suspects

Pragmatic

 Before engaging in a multi-year 
contract worth millions of dollars, it is 
prudent to conduct robust commercial 
due diligence on the lessee.  

 IBA’s approach to better understanding 
and managing risk blends an 
unmatched understanding of the 
aviation-specific elements in play.  

 Initially, we analyse the operator 
across the following five areas, with 
increased focus on any areas where 
red flags are raised

Credit

Track 
Record

Deferrals

Route 
Changes

Mgmt

Asset

Values

Residuals

Mods

Market 
Shift

Technical

Maint costs

Utilisation

Transitions

TDD

Jurisdiction

Stability

Capetown

Courts

Arrests

Transition

Repos

Reconfig

Maint

Liquidity



Robust Due Diligence

 History of the business
 Origins of capital 
 Scale of commercial activity
 General industry reputation
 Reputation amongst stakeholders
 Strengths and weaknesses relative 

to competitors
 Association with concerns that have 

yet to reach the public domain

What we 
analyse

Who we 
typically speak 

to

What we 
might find

 Former employees
 Industry analysts 

and brokers
 Investors
 Competitors
 Journalists

 Material differences in 
valuations

 Inadequate maintenance
 Insufficient reserves
 Exposure to sub-optimal 

credits
 Inexperienced management 

team

The combination of  IBA’s valuations and analysis expertise is also invaluable when conducting due diligence. 

 Academic community
 MRO facilities
 Airports
 Caterers
 Fuellers
 Air crew



www.iba.aero

Trading Volumes
Considering new operating leases, secondary sales and sale leasebacks, trading volumes for 2016 appears to 
be close to levels encountered for 2015 – although majority of most liquid aircraft are down so far 

Once again, we expect the top 3 families that trade under those scenarios to remain the same. In terms of % 
of trades performed this year:

 A320 family = 22.9% ≡ 3.7% of the in service fleet

 737NG = 14.2% (16.0% in 2015) ≡ 2.7% of the in service fleet

 737 classics = 8.8% (8.5% in 2015) ≡ 7.5% of the in service fleet

A320 family trading is at same level as for 737classics & 737NG 

The top 3 specific models are the same as in 2015:

 A320-200 = 12.5% of trades

 737-800 = 10.9% of trades

 A321-200 = 6.3% of trades

Widebody trading is down from 2015 – but not far from long-term trend

 767s = 4.1% of 2016 trades ≡ 10.2 % of the in service fleet

 A330s = 2.6% of 2016 trades ≡ 4.6% of the in service fleet

 777s = 2.0% of 2016 trades ≡ 3.2% of the in service fleet

 4 engined aircraft overall remain down on previous year

Secondary trading 2016F v 2015

Volume CMV

– A320-200 ▼ ▲

– 737-800 ▼ ▲

– A321-200 ▲ ▲

– 767-300ER ▲ ◄

– A319-100 ▲ ▲

– 737-700 ▼ ▲

– A330-200 ▼ ▼

– A330-300 ▼ ▼

– 787-9 ▲ ▲

– 777-300ER ▲ ▼

– 777-200ER ▲ ▼

– A350-900 ▲ ▲

– 737-900ER ▼ ▲

– 787-8 ▼ ▲

– A380-800 ▼ ▲ (new)

– A340-500/600 ▼ ▼



Appraised vs Trading values

Understandable frustration

 Excusable reasons for lack of accuracy
 Crystal ball – 9/11, GFC
 Large carrier goes under

 Inexcusable reasons for lack of accuracy
 Leaned on for value X
 Didn’t ask what it was for

 Steps being to improve definitions
 We cannot put the genie back, but we can make it more clear what you are buying 



Trading  - “Naked” aircraft versus “encumbered/with lease attached”

Appraised Values versus Real Data

 Most “trading” data is based on Large fleets and/or sales of aircraft with lease attached.

 Most accessible on line systems are based on single sale, average specification, “half-life” assumptions.

What happens in reality…….
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Trading  - “Naked” aircraft versus “encumbered/with lease attached”

An economic analysis reveals the real value….

Then there are further considerations:

 Lease income, security deposits.
 Lessor contributions
 Other lease terms – extension/purchase option
 Delivery/Redelivery Conditions
 Maintenance Reserves and compensation for use
 Cost of finance



All of the necessary parameters are included in the model, including PDPs.  In this section, the aircraft 
delivers in September 2017 and the operating lease begins…

Lessor Trading Model



The balance sheet handles a 25 year lease term…and still balances after a future aircraft sale is input…so it is a 
powerful trading/decision making analysis tool for aircraft investors. 

Lessor Trading Model



The related Cash Flow Statement allows investors to calculate the IRR as a function of any scenario.  So, let’s see what 
happens if we “sell” the aircraft for $3mn over book value in year 7… 

Lessor Trading Model



The Sales Price of $29.28mn is input in December 2024, and then everything 
recalculates…which yields an IRR of 14% for this scenario.  Note that this 
analysis can be performed and summarized for a lease portfolio of any size.

Lessor Trading Model
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